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We study some non linear and non elliptic boundary value problems obtained by 
considering a non linear elliptic second order partial differential equation and a non 
linear first order boundary condition. Relying on well-known linear results and 
using the Nash-Moser-type technique of a generalized implicit function theorem of 
Zehnder, we construct local solutions which are not smooth up to the boundary. 
Consequently well-known results about the non elliptic linear oblique derivative 
problem are extended to the non linear case. i‘ 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let Sz be an open subset of R”+’ lying locally on one side of its boun- 
dary X2, where dQ is a smooth hypersurface of dimension n. Let x0 be a 
point of 852. In a recent paper [5], we have studied the regularity of real 
valued functions u such that, when x is close to x0, the equations 
F(x, u, Vu, V’u) = 0 in 0, (0.1 1 
f(x, 24, Vu) = 0 in an (0.2) 
hold. We assumed that X2, F, f are C”, that F is elliptic at u close to x0, 
and that the vector field ~i=~iqjC,,+, (8fl&4,)( x, U, VU)( 8/13x,) satisfies 
condition( Pk) at x0 for some k E Z +. This latter condition, which is defined 
if uECk+l up to X2 near x0, means that if v is a C” vector field transver- 
sal to %2 and pointing towards Q at each point of %2 and if we decompose 
y1 as Ti = T+ uv, where T is tangent to a52 and a is a function on X2, then 
the restriction of a to any integral curve of X has only zeros of order <k 
and does never change sign from f to - in a neighborhood of x0. We 
then showed that if u is sufficiently smooth up to dQ close to x0, it is 
automatically C” up to ar;2 close to x0. Actually a more general result in 
microlocal form was given in [S]. 
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In this paper we shall consider a situation where condition (vl,) is not 
satisfied in that a forbidden sign change occurs and the finiteness condition 
on the zeros of a is replaced by a more natural one (condition (D)). We 
assume F to be elliptic and show the existence of local solutions to (O.l), 
(0.2), which are not smooth up to 8Q (the ellipticity condition implies that 
they are smooth inside Q). For our constructions it will be crucial to have 
a good control on solutions of linearized problems 
F(x, u, vu, V2u)(u) = 0 in G’nO, (0.3) 
Ax, u, Vu)(U) = 0 in Q’ n 852, (0.4) 
where Q’ is a neighborhood of x,, in 0, &x, u, Vu, V2u)(U) = (d/dA) 
F(x, u + Au, vu + ml, v2u + N2u) )1=0, fix, u, Vu)(u) = (d/d;l)f(x, u + AlI, 
VU+1VU) Ij,zO. This is why we are going to assume that the forbidden sign 
changes occur across a hypersurface W of aQ independent of u and trans- 
versal to the tangential part ofyi. In fact we shall construct local solutions 
of (O.l), (0.2) with a given trace on W. Such a construction is well known if 
the equations are linear: see [3, 10, 123. 
The non coercive linear oblique derivative problem has been much 
studied for linear equations (see, e.g., [3, 8, 10-121, and the references 
given there). It is the simplest non coercive boundary value problem for 
elliptic equations. Our purpose in this paper (as in [S], of which this paper 
may be thought of as a sequel) is to show that non coercive oblique 
derivative problems can also be studied for non linear elliptic equations 
and non linear boundary conditions; actually our results are similar to well 
known results of the linear theory. 
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we state our results 
precisely (Theorems 1 and 2). At the end of Section 1 we also list some 
notations which will be used frequently in the sequel. In Section 2 we give 
estimates for the boundary problem obtained when adding a trace con- 
dition on W to equations (0.3), (0.4). Here we make abundant use of 
[ll, 121, but some extra work is required: in particular we must be more 
precise about the size and the uniformity of the involved constants in order 
to get useful results for the study of (O.l), (0.2). In Section 3 we recast the 
results of Section 2 so that they are immediately applicable in Section 4. In 
Section 4, we first construct an approximate local solution to the problem 
obtained when adding a trace condition on W to (O.l), (0.2); using then a 
technical variation with parameter of the proof of Zehnder’s generalized 
(Nash-Moser) implicit function theorem (see [13]), we obtain Theorems 1 
and 2. 
We begin each section with a description of its main results and ideas. 
Special cases of some of our results have been announced with no or very 
sketchy proofs in [6]. However, in [6] simplifying assumptions were made 
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about F and it was assumed that the boundary condition was linear and 
satisfied a finiteness condition, and that the sign change forbidden by ( !Yu,) 
occured across a C” hypersurface. Here such assumptions are removed or 
replaced by more general conditions (which brings complications in the 
proofs). 
1. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS AND SOME NOTATIONS 
Let (x,, u,,,p’, q”) be a point of %2x IR x IF!‘+’ x [WC”+ ‘I2 (n z 2) such 
that q”=(q$hsJ.kGn+ 1 with qJk = qgj for all j, k. Put V, = {(x, U, p, q) E 
jWn+L&p#+lxfp+lY, supox-x01, lu--01, IP-PO19 19-4°1)~~~~ 
VX={(x,u,p)Eagxrwxw~+‘, SUP(I~-~~I~ l~--~l, IP-P~I~~~ In 
this paper we are going to consider a function F(x, u, p, q) defined when 
(x, U, p, q) E V, and a function f(x, U, p) defined when (x, U, p) E VR. The 
precise smoothness of F,f, X? will be described below but they will be C’ 
in any case. We shall impose the following natural conditions: 
F(xo, uo, PO, 4’) =f(xo, uo, PO) = 0, (1.1) 
for some strictly positive constant c independent of 
(x, u, p, q, t) E V, x KY’+ ’ (ellipticity condition), (1.2) 
if c 
a 
tk - is a vector tangent to as2 at x0. 
I<k<n+l axk 
(1.3) 
Note that (1.1) and (1.3) are necessary conditions for (u,, p”, q”) to be the 
2-jet at x0 of a C2 function z such that F(x, z(x), Vz(x), V’z(x)) (resp. the 
restriction to an of f(x, z(x), Vz(x)) vanishes (resp. vanishes of order 2) 
at x0. If af2d"+l, 0 d d d co, we may, as in the introduction, consider 
a C” vectorlield v defined for Ix- x0( <R, transversal to X? and 
pointing towards Sz at each point of 852. If (x, u,p)~ Vx, we 
write Cl<j6:n+l (Wpi)(x, U, p)(ala.q = W, U, P) + 4.~ U, P) V(X), where 
T(x, u, p) is a tangent vector to S2 at x and a(x, U, p) E R. We introduce 
the following assumption (for some 1 such that 1 < 1. < co): 
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(C,) 8~2 EC” and there exist an open neighborhood U of x,, in LX2 
and a function w E Ck,( U) such that w(xO) = 0, T(x,,, uO, p”) w(xo) > 0, and 
a(x,u,p)w(x)<OifxEUand (x,~,p)eVI~. 
We have introduced the notation C” which will be used as follows: 
(i) If V is an open subset of R”, C”(B), 2 E Z+, will represent he 
space of all C” functions z on V, such that Pz extends to a continuous 
function on p if LJ”l=8:l ...a~ and /aI ~1. We write Ijrllj, P= 
c,,, <A ll~WL”(V), which is finite if z E c”( P) and V is bounded. If 
now IER+\Z+, C?‘(p) will represent the Holder space of all C[‘l( P) 
functions z such that lblI1,~ = C,,, d cA1 IId”zll L=(v) + C,,, = cA1 su~.~,~~. Y,r+.,, 
lPz(x) - Pz(y)( . (x -yj ral-’ < co; here we have written [I,] = 
sup(x E Z, x <A}. We shall put C{(V) = C”(P) n S’(V). 
(ii) If X is a C manifold, CL,(X) (or c”(X) if 1 E Zf ) will represent 
the space of all functions z on X such that for every coordinate patch U, 
with coordinate system x and each II/ E C{(x(U,)), one has 
I/(ZOX-‘) E Ci(x(U,)). Any compact subset K of X can be covered by a 
finite number of coordinate patches U,,, . . . . lJ,,v with associated coordinate 
systems xi, . . . . x,,,. If (cpi);” is a partition of unity associated with (U,)r, one 
checks easily that CiGjGN Ilcpizox,:‘II~,~ is a norm on C;(K)= 
{z E C:,,(X), supp z c K}, which is independent (up to equivalence) of the 
choice of the covering (U,) and of the partition of unity (cp,) and turns 
C;(K) into a Banach space. 
Because of (C,) we may assume that for small q >O, the set 
W= {x E X2, Ix -x01 < q, w(x) = 0} is an open subset of a c” hypersurface. 
Write B,= {xE[W”+~, [x-x0/ <R} and, if R’<R, put Z,,= {zEC’(B,.), 
(xv z(x), Vz(x)) E v:, f or all xE Un BRv}. If xE Un B,, and ZEZ~,, denote 
by ~x,z the maximal integral curve of the vectorfield y + T( y, z(y), Vz( y)) 
through x. We introduce the following condition: 
(D) If ZEZ,. for some R’d R and XE B,, n U, the function 
y + a(y, z(v), Vz(y)) does not vanish identically on any open interval of 
Y.V. 
We shall prove the following results: 
THEOREM 1. One can find No > 0 and 0 < w < 1 in such a way that for 
each real N > No there exists N’ 2 2, with N’ 3 ON, such that the following 
holds if one writes ho(x)=uo +C~qa~+ 1 Pj’(xj- (xo)i) + + Cl <j,k<n+ 1 
q$(xi- (x,),.)(x, - (x~)~): Zf FE CN( VR) andf E CN+ ‘( &) satisfy conditions 
(1.11, (1.2), 1.31, (C N+2h CD) and ifhE%,, N+‘(W) satisfies h(x) -h,(x) = 
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0( Ix - x0( 3, as x -+ x0 on W, there exists an open neighborhood S of x0 in 0 
and a function u E C”‘( I?‘+ ‘) such that 
F(x, u, vu, V2u) = 0 zy XES2c-3 s, (1.4) 
j-(x, u, Vu) = 0 if .X E an A S, (1.5) 
u=h if xEWnS. (1.6) 
Of course a more concise way to describe (1.6) and the condition on h - h, is 
to say that u must have the same trace on Wn S as some function whose 
2-jet at x0 is (u,, p”, 9’). 
The proof of Theorem 1 will yield an estimate of No and N-N’, and a 
case that the loss N- IV’ can be reduced will be discussed in Remark 4.3. 
Anyway, Theorem 1 implies: 
THEOREM 2. Let F,;f, D be as in Theorem 1 and assume furthermore that 
FE Cm( P,), f s P( PR). Then for each M> 0, one can find u E C”(IW”+ ‘) 
satisfying F(x, u, Vu, V2u) = 0 lj-x E 52 is close to x0, f (x, u, Vu) = 0 ifx E X? 
is close to x0, such that u is not C” up to dQ in any neighborhood of x0. 
Remark 1.1. With the help of the results of [2] and [S], it is possible 
to describe precisely the (micro) iocal singularities of the trace of u on XZ?. 
Combining this with the constructions used in the proof of Theorems 1 and 
2, one can produce solutions of (1.4), (1.5) whose traces on 8S2 have 
suitably imposed (micro) local singularities. In a somewhat special case, 
this was sketched in [6], 
EXAMPLE. Write x = (x’, x,+~) E KY+‘, aj = a/&xi, (VU) = (1 + 
Cl<j<i7+l (a,~)‘)~‘~. The preceding theorems apply, for example, to the 
equation of minimal surfaces 
C aji((vuylaju)=o inx,+,>O, 
IGj<n+l 
(1.7) 
with boundary condition 
13, u + x,a(x’) b(x’, u(x’, 0), 8, + , u(x’, 0)) = 0 inxpp+, =O, (1.8) 
provided a, b E C”, ab/ap, + , >O, a<O, a(0) b(0, 0, O)=O, if also the 
function x1 H a(x’) (with x2, . . . . x, fixed) does not vanish identically on 
any open interval. 
For the reader’s convenience, we end this section with a short list of the 
most frequent notations used in this paper. Domains in R*+ ’ will be 
denoted by U, U,, E, Es, and E’, E$ will be the intersection of E, En with 
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X, = 0. (Further related notations will also be introduced at the beginning 
of Section 3). Besides the usual Holder spaces, in which we shall often have 
to use scaled norms (defined in Section 2, before Lemma 2.2), we shall need 
several functional spaces: 
(1) Spaces Sp(E,, L), with norms N,,, (see Section 2, before 
Lemma 2.2). 
(2) Products S‘(Eg, L) x C”+2(8Es) x c?‘~(JE~), with norms also 
denoted by Ng,6 (see Section 2, after Lemma 2.3). 
(3) Spaces Xf, Yi with norms 1 1: (Section 3, after (3.18)). 
2. STUDY OF THE LINEARIZED PROBLEM 
The purpose of this section is to prove the linear results which will be 
needed in the proof of Theorem 1. We shall have to analyze the dependence 
on parameters of results and consequences of results of [12]. After a 
technical preparation (Lemmas 2.1-2.3), we start the study of some linear 
non coercive oblique derivative problems in a family of special domains; 
the results will enable us to make a local study of the linearizations of (1.4), 
(IS), (1.6) in Section 3. For reasons that will become clear in Section 4, the 
coefficients of the inner and boundary operators will belong to a “small” 
space (built on C”); it will be assumed that they have fixed bounds in a 
“large” space (built on C ‘I, I, < A) but no fixed bounds in the “small” space 
will be assumed. Proposition 2.1 gives a priori estimates, Proposition 2.2 
studies invertibility in the “large” space, Proposition 2.3 gives results about 
invertibility in the “small” space (assuming a supplementary condition 
called (Da)), and in Proposition 2.4 one gives estimates corresponding to 
Proposition 2.3. 
All scalar functions will be assumed to be real valued, and if A c Iw” + ’ 
and 6 > 0, we shall write A, for 6A = {6x, x E A }. In the sequel we shall 
repeatedly use standard facts about Holder spaces for which we refer the 
reader to [4] and [9, Appendix]. Let U be a bounded domain of R”+ ’ 
lying locally on one side of its boundary aU, where dU is a C” hypersur- 
face of codimension 1. Let us write simply ljulli instead of ll~ll~,~ for the 
C”(D) norm (see Section 1); if u E C”( Ua), the function x + u(6x) belongs 
to C’( 0) and we denote it by ug . We shall put Iju(( I,b = (lug/) ).. There exists 
a compact neighborhood K of 0 in R”+ ’ and, for all s 2 0, an extension 
operator T which is continuous of C”( 0) into C”(R”+ ‘) whatever 
1~ [IO, s], such that Tf =0 outside K if f E C( 0) (see [4]). Hence when 
working with Holder spaces in U, we shall have the possibility to use 
results on Holder spaces in bounded convex domains of R” or in R”, e.g., 
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those described in the appendix of [9]. For example, we shall often use the 
fact that there exists a strictly positive constant C, independent of 6, such 
that 
llfglli.6 d C(Ilfl12.,f5 IlgllO,a + IlfIlO,6 Ilgll,t,6) forallf,gECa(Os). (2.1) 
This follows immediately from a well-known estimate for products of C” 
functions in a bounded convex domain (see, e.g., Corollary A.6 of [9]). 
Another simple fact which will be used many times without special mention 
is the following property: if ZE C’(o) and M=&,= I sup, lPzI, then 
Iz(x) - z(y)1 < CM Ix - yJ whatever x, y E U for some constant C which 
depends only on U. In all this section we shall denote by L1, 1, two fixed 
elements of R+ \H+ with R, < A. 
In the following lemma, U is, as above, a bounded domain of R” + ’ lying 
locally on one side of its boundary au, where i?U is a C” hypersurface of 
condimension 1. Furthermore we assume that OE dU and that U is star- 
shaped with respect to 0. 
LEMMA 2.1. For each M,, A42 >O, one can find &E (0, l] and 
C>O such that following holds: if Ila,ll,, < M, when 1~1 ~2, 
~l,i~2~,(~)~‘~M2~~~2ifx~~and~~IW”+1,andIla,llj~,<Mwhen~cll~2, 
then 
ifu~C”+~(D~) vanishes on au&, 6~(0, S,] and o=min(& 1). 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Note that the right-hand side of (2.2) is well 
defined because i7 is star-shaped with respect to 0. We shall denote by C 
various strictly positive constants independent of 6, depending on a2 only 
through M, and M2. Of course (2.2) is equivalent to 
if u E C’+‘( 0) vanishes on 827. Since the Dirichlet problem 
x1,, =2 a,(O) Pw =0 in U, w =0 in i?U, has only the zero solution in 
C’(U) n C(O), it follows from well known regularity and existence results 
for this problem (see, e.g., Theorems 7.3 and 12.7 of [ 11) that the operator 
C,,, =* a,(O) 8’ has a two-sided inverse G such that 
IEf It r+2~~C(Ilfll1+ll~f110~, feC”(Q, (2.4) 
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and Gf = 0 in au. But 
II Wlo 6 C Ilf 111, fE C"(O), (2.5) 
because if (2.5) did not hold, it would be possible to find sequences (a:(O)), 
(u,), with a:(O) E I% uk E C’+*( 0) and uk = 0 in au, such that 
ClriS2 at(O) a?+ -+O in C’(o) and IIuk(lO= 1. Using (2.4), this would 
readily imply the existence of u E C”+*( if), equal to 0 in 8iY but not in U, 
such that &, = 2 A,Pu = 0 in U for some A, E Iw such that Cidr =2 A,l” > 0 
if < # 0. This contradiction shows that (2.5) holds. It then follows from 
(2.4) and (2.5) that 
II Gf II 1+2GC Ilflli, fE C"(rJ), j= 1, 2. (2.6) 
We therefore obtain 
II4 1+2~c II 
1 a,(o)a~0 , 
II 
(2.7) 
(a/ = 2 i. 
if 
vEC”+*(q and v=O inXJ. 
One checks easily that II& =2 a,(O) PU-XI,, c2 6*-%,(6 .) PUll, < 
C(SW’ ll~ll~+* + M6” ~~v~~~), where o1 = min(d,, 1). Hence (2.3) follows from 
(2.7). The proof of Lemma 2.1 is complete. 
In the rest of this section we shall denote by E a fixed bounded domain 
of KY+’ lying locally on one side of its boundary a,?, where 8E is a C” 
hypersurface of dimension n. We shall assume that OE aE, that E is star- 
shaped with respect to 0 and that E’= (XE E, x1 =0} is a non empty 
n-dimensional domain lying locally on one side of its boundary a,!?, where 
8E’ is a C” hypersurface of dimension (n - 1). On ,? we shall consider a 
vector field L=a,+~2cjG,,+, ujaj and a function uo, where 
uo, a,, . . . . a,,, belong to C’+*(E). 
We shall assume that, if 0 < 6 G 1, E, is a union of open intervals inter- 
secting E:, of integral curves of L. This means that if ~(1, x) is the flow of L 
and x0 E E,\E&, there exist to E Iw and xb E E:, such that x0 = cp(to, xb) and 
cp(t, xb) e Eb if 0 < t < to (in case to > 0) or if to < t < 0 (in case to < 0). Since 
E is bounded, it is easy to see that there exists a constant MO > 0 indepen- 
dent of 6 and depending on L only through x1 CjSn+ r l/ail1 Lm(qj such that 
these intervals have length <Mod. As in [ 123, we shall use spaces 
P(E,, L); more generally we define P( F, X) = (u E P( 8), Xu E CP( F)} if 
PER+, V is an open subset of R” and X is a P(P) vector field. Until the 
end of this section, we shall write IlullN, ll~ll~,~, IIuIl~, ~IuI[~~, respectively, 
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instead of IIu((~,E, llugJIP, IJullp,~, Ilu,ll~, where 0 <6 6 1 and uJx)= u(6x), 
UJX) = u(dx). On F’(E,, L) we define the norm N,,,(u)= 
II4p.6 + 6 II~4p,6~ which turns P(E,, L) into a Banach space. Let 
Q=&.* b,a” be a second order elliptic differential operator with 
S”(E, 15) coefficients. The rest of this section is devoted to the study of the 
boundary value problem Qu = f in E,, (L + a,) u = g in aE,, u = h in c?Eh. 
This type of problem has already been studied in [ 123 (see also [ 3, lo] ). 
Here we want to obtain estimates with a precise dependence on the size of 
the coefficients. As already said above, if s E lR+, there exists an extension 
operator T of C(E’) into Ccomp([Wnf ‘) which is continuous from c’(E) to 
C([w”+ ‘) if 0 d i 6 s. Replacing the functions ai, 2 <j< n + 1, by their 
extension Tuj, we may and shall assume from the beginning that 
U.E Ci.+*(IWn+ ‘). Then the flow cp( t, x) of L is defined for all (t, x) E [w” + ‘. 
Useful estimates for cp are contained in 
LEMMA 2.2. For each T, M, > 0, there exists C > 0 such that the follou- 
ing holds: if Ilajlli., + 2 < M, and I(aJ j,+ 2 d M, j = 2, . . . . n + 1 for some A4 > 0, 
rhen (I’pllj.,+2,p<C and II(PII;.+~,P<C(M+ 1) !f V= I-T, T[ x E. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. We denote by C various strictly positive constants 
depending on uj only through M, , and on t only through T. The usual dif- 
ferentiability property of solutions of ordinary differential equations with 
respect to parameters shows that cp and (aq/dt)E Crrl+*( p). Write 
a=(l,u, ,..., a,,,). Then we have 
(2.8 1 
which shows that 
Ilcpll0.P~ c. (2.9) 
A differentiation of (2.8) with respect to t, and another with respect to .Y 
combined with Gronwall lemma easily give that 11 cp )I 1, r < C. 
Using well known estimates for Holder norms of composite func- 
tions (see, e.g., Theorem A.8 of [9]), we may bound Ila(p(s, .))Ilj,+2; 
(2.8) gives for Itl<T: Ilrp(t,.)-identityII,+,bCS;,(lJall,+, (I~(t,.)I/~+2+ 
llallI IId& .)lli+2+ Ilalldds. Using (2.9), this implies that Ilcp(t, .)/12+26 
c+ CM+ c j;, IIds, .)ll,?+2 ds if ItI <T, which gives lIq(t, .)llA+2< 
C(M + 1) for ItI < T by Gronwall inequality. Differentiating the equation 
(@/at)( t, x) = a( cp( t, x)) with respect o t, we see that when 1 <j < [ ,I] + 3, 
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(Sq/ati)( t, X) is a sum of terms of the form n, G h Gi Pch’a( cp( t, x)), where 
c , ShGj II$/z)[ =j- 1. Therefore we have for ItI < T, 
1+3-j < sum of terms of the form 
n Il~a(h)ull~,~n+~ Ila”‘k’a(V(t? ‘))ll,t+3-j* (2.10) 
l$h<j 
h#k 
Using once more standard estimates for Holder norms of composite 
functions (see, e.g., Theorem A.8 of [9]), we get, when Jtl < T: 
Il+kwP(G .)II 2+3-j< C(llall [a(k)l+A+3-j,R”+ IIq(f, .)Ilf+3-j 
+ Ilalllm(k)l+l,W+~ Il~(t, .)IIi+3-j+ ll~lll~(k)~,Rn+~), 
and IMI lor(k)l+l,W+l ll~(t, .)IIA+3-j may be omitted in the right-hand side if 
j=[n]+3. When It(dT we have Ilall,+Ilcp(t,.)lj,<C and Il~ll~+~+ 
IIcp(~~ .)II 1+2< CM, hence also llallr + Ilrp(t, .)II, < CA@’ lv(i+ ‘) if 
1 G/J < 1+ 2. From this it follows readily that the right-hand side of (2.10) 
can be bounded by C(M + l), which also shows that IV&t, X) - 
P&s, x)1 < C(M+ 1) It - SI if Jtll = [A] + 2 and (t, x), (s, x) E V. This com- 
pletes the proof of the estimate of 11~ I( 1 + 2, p. Replacing M by M, gives the 
estimate of (J(PJI~+~,~. The proof of Lemma 2.2 is complete. 
Let zi, z2 belong to C”‘*(E,), Cf2(E6), respectively. In the sequel we 
shall need estimates for the solution z of the Cauchy problem Lz = z, in Eg, 
z=z2 in Eh. Of course z(x)=z*((p(-xl,x))+~;;lzl((p(s-xl,x))ds, and 
we have the following estimate. 
LEMMA 2.3. For each M, > 0, there exists C > 0 such that the follow- 
ing holds: ifIlujl(,dMI and I/u~/~~+~<M, 2<j<n+l, then 
llzll 2. + 23 G C( 1122 II; + 2.6 +J Il~,lli+*.s~+~~~Il~*ll;,s+~ llZlIlI,S)~ (2.11) 
ifO<6< 1. 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let C denote various strictly positive constants 
independent of 6, depending on uj only through M,. We estimate 
separately Z,(x) = f$l z,(q(s- x1, x) dr and Z,(x) = z2((p( -xi, x)). Using 
Lemma 2.2 and standard estimates for Holder norms of composite 
functions (see, e.g., Theorem A.8 of [9]), we obtain llZ,ll, < C( 11~~11; + 
@f+l) 11.4~) if PGA+T whence ll~211,+2,6~~~lI~~ll~+2,6+~II~ZII~,S~. 
Similar estimates for Z, (where sG1 gives rise to a factor 6) lead to (2.11). 
Let II II A.aE and II II I,dEs be two fixed norms defining the Banach space 
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topology of CA(aE) and C”(aE’), respectively (see Section 1). Denote by Yb 
the operator from S”+’ (E6, L) to P(E,, L) x @+2(aE,) x c”+*(aE:,) 
defined by 9% = (Qu, (L + a,,) u laEg, u Ia,& where 1 means restriction. If 
(f, g, h) E S”(&, L) x C”+‘(&!&) x C’2(aEk), define the Banach space 
norm Nl,a(f,g,h)=Nz,a(f)+6-’ IIgsIIi+2,aE+~-2 ll~alli+2ar, where 
again g6(x) =g(6x), ha(x) = h(6x). To avoid frequent repetitions in the 
sequel, let us say that (Q, L, ao) satisfies condition (A, M,, M2) if 
Ni.,tb,) G Ml when bl d 2, IIQ~II~+~ GM, for O<j<n+l, j#l, and 
&,=2b3(~)51~M21~12 for all XEE and t~jW”+‘. Let M,,M,,M be 
strictly positive numbers. It is not hard to see that there exists a constant 
C > 0 such that the following holds: if (Q, L, a,) satisfies conditions 
(1,) Ml1 M2) and (4 M M,), then 
Ni,,6(96U) 6 C6-2tNj.+2,6(U) + MN2,6(u)h (2.12) 
for all 6E(O, l] and ueS I+ 2 E,, L) A converse inequality is studied in ( . 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For each M,, M, >O one can find b,= 
6,(11,,l,M,,M2)~(0, l] and C=C(k,,l,M,,M,)>O such that the 
fo/towing holds: if (Q, L, aO) satisfies conditions (A,, M,, M2) and 
(I, M, M2) for some M > 0, and if 0 < 6 < 6,, then 
N A +2,du) G CJ*tN,,,(@W + MN,,,,(@4), 
for all UES”+~(E~, L). 
(2.13) 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Denote by C various strictly positive constants 
independent of M, 6 and depending on (Q, L, a,) only through 
Al, A, M, , M2. Let m E S’+ *(E, L) be the solution of Lm = a0 in E,, m = 0 
in E6, namely m(x) = !;;I a,(q(s - x1, x)) ds. Put Q, = emQe-“, U, = emu. It 
follows easily from Lemma 2.3 that (Q,, L, 0) satisfies conditions 
(A,, CM,, M,) and (1, CM, M,). Since Q,u, = emQU, Lu, = em( L + a,,) u, 
another application of Lemma 2.3 above and of usual estimates for Holder 
norms of composite functions (see, e.g., Theorem A.8 of [9]) shows that we 
may assume that u0 = 0 when proving (2.13) and we shall assume it. For 
simplicity write QU =f, Lu I dEa = g, u 1 aEb = h. Denote by A, A’ the Laplace 
operators in E6 and EL, respectively. The Dirichlet problems AZ, = 0 in Eg, 
zl=g in aE,, A’z,=O in E&, z2 = h in aE:,, have unique solutions 
21 E C’yE,), Z*E c”+*@g. Put A%, h)tx)=z,tcpt--x,9 x)1+ 
~~lz,(cp(s-x,,x))& Then A6(g, h)ES”+2(E6, L) and LA”(g, h)=g in 
dE,, A6(g, h)=h in aEg. Lemma 2.3 and Schauder estimates give 
N i+z,aWb h)) G C(IlUl~+w f 6 lIg,II,+2,aJ + CMWc4~,+z,a~ + 
6 II gdl~~ + 2,~E) and N,, + *,b (A6(g,h))~C(llh~ll~,+2,a~+~ IlgAl~,+2,~~)~ 
Hence if we write U= (u-A’(g, h))+ Ad(g, h), we see that (2.13) will be 
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proved if we know that it holds with u replaced by u - A6( g, h). Hence we 
may and shall assume also that g = h = 0 when proving (2.13). If 
u E S” “(E,, L), Lemma 2.3 gives 
lb4 1+2,a6C(ll411,+2,6+~ II~~ll~+2,a~+~~~Il~ll;,~+~ llWlI,S). (2.14) 
In particular if i = 3,, we get 
Ilull A,+2,6 G C(Il~ll;,+2,a + 6 IlJwi, +2/d. (2.15) 
In E, we may write Q=Q,L+Q,, where Q,=&,G,c,P, Q2= 
c Ial < 241 = 0 4aa. Here NA,l(c,) 6 CM Nj+l(c,) 6 C, N,,l(dm) d CM 
N,,,,(&) < C and &, =2 d,(x) <” 2 M, I{/’ when XE E and 4 E R” satisfies 
[,=O. Since u=O in aEg, Lemma2.1 gives if o=min(& 1) and C6<1, 
that I141~+2,s < Cd2 IlQ241id + CMP Ilull;, +2,6y whence 
IIuII>,+~,sGC(~~ IlQull~.,c~+~ ll~~ll,~+~,~)+C~(~~ lIUllj.l+2,a+J IIWI~l+l,a). 
(2.16) 
Since Lu = 0 in dEg, another application of Lemma 2.1 gives if C6 < 1 that 
IILUII 1 + 2,s 6 Cd2 II QLull A,d + CM6” 11 Lull A, + 2,s. Therefore one gets 
IILUII i+2,a6W2 IILQ4l,,,+ II~lli+2,a~+~~~ll~ll,,+2,,+~” IIL~lli4.2.s). 
(2.17) 
Inequalities (2.16) and (2.17) imply if C6 < 1: 
Il~ll;+2,6 + 6 llL4l i+2,aG(~2N1,a(Q4+~ lIL4~+1,s+~ Il4ln+2,s) 
+ CWSw IMln,+2,s+~ IIL4li,+d (2.18) 
In particular if 1 is replaced by A,, we get if C6 < 1, 
II4 1, + 2.6 + f3 llL4l A, +2.a G W2N~,,dQ4 + 6 IIJWI A, + 1.6 + iv’ Ibll~, ,245). 
(2.19) 
It follows easily from convexity type inequalities for Holder norms (see, 
e.g., Theorem A.5 of [9]) that for each E > 0, one can find a constant C, 
independent of 6 > 0, such that 
6 ll~ull1+l,a~&~~+2,6(~)+C,~ IIL~llo,s. (2.20) 
Using (2.14), (2.15), (2.18)-(2.20), we end up with the estimates 
N ~+z,a(u)G W2N,,(Q4 +M~2N~,,,(Q4+ (M+ 1) 6 Il~Wlo,s), (2.21) 
N A, +2,c4u) G W2N,,,,(Q4 + 6 IPllo,a), (2.22) 
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if Cd< 1. To deduce (2.13) from (2.21) it remains to show that, when 
CS < 1, we have 
IILullO,~ 6 c sNJ.,,6(Qu). (2.23) 
Write,for6>0, Lg=a,+C,.j..+,uj(6.)ai, Q6=C,~,~2SZ-Izlb,(6.)(?“. 
(2.23) is a consequence of the following inequality 
IIL~uIIo d C(IIQ~UII>., + IIL~sQ~Y~III), (2.24) 
if C6 < 1 and v E S’l+*(i?, Lg) satisfies L,v = 0 in aE and v = 0 in aE’. Sup- 
pose that (2.24) is false. Then it is possible to find two constants 
M, , M2 > 0, a sequence of strictly positive numbers (6,) + 0, sequences 
(bt), (a,k), 1~1 <2, 2<j6n+ 1, with N,,,,(bi)<M,, lla,“IIj,,+2<M,, 
&,,=2b~(x)5”~M2 l</‘whatever xEEand <EFY+‘, and a sequence (vk) 
such that VIE S”lf2($ L6k), Lhkvk = 0 in aE and vk = 0 in aE’, in such a 
way that IIL6kukIlo= 1 and ljQ~~V~ll>., + L61,Q6kvkJjj.l< l/k. From (2.22) it 
follows that I/v~~/~,+~ remains bounded. Passing to a subsequence if 
necessary we obtain v0 E c”l + ‘(E) such that Qovo = 0 in E and L,v, = 0 in 
aE. Now also Q, L,v, = L, Qovo = 0 in E, so L,v, = 0 in E since it is 0 in 
aE. This, however, contradicts II L6kvk~~o = 1. Hence (2.24) holds and the 
proof of Proposition 2.1 is complete. 
We may now study the invertibility of the mapping 9”. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For each Ml, M, > 0 one can find 6, = 
6,(k,, 2, M,, M,) and C= C(A,, 1, M,, M,) > 0 such that the following 
holds: tf (Q, L, a,) satisfies condition (A, M,, M,), and ifs E (0, S,], then .Y6 
has a two-sided inverse %? which satisfies the estimate 
N,t+ z.s(~~(.L g, h)) d Cd’Nj.,,(L g, h), (2.25) 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. Denote by C various strictly positive constants 
independent of 6, depending on (Q, L, a,,) only through M,, M2, I,, 3.. 
Because of (2.13), where now A4 = M-i, it suflices to show that Bs has a 
right inverse a’, which maps S"(E,, L) x C"+'(aES) x C”+‘(aE,) into 
S” + *(Ed, L) continuously, when C6 < 1. Assume first that a, = 0. We are 
going to reason as in Lemma 3.1 of [ 123. Let Q2 be as in the proof 
of Proposition 2.1. If CS < 1, the Dirichlet problems Q2vl =f in E&, 
vi = 0 in a,!&, Qv, = Lf in E,, v2 = 0 in aEd, have unique solutions 
V’E c”+*(Eg), V*E c”+* E ( a) (see, e.g., C41). Put Bdf(x)=ul(d-xl, x)1+ 
ji;l 0,(&s -x1, x)) ds, x E E,, where cp denotes the flow of L as above. Then 
LB”f = 0 in aEd, B6f = 0 in a,!$, and a combined use of Lemma 2.1 above 
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with (2.14), where now M = M, , shows that QZ?’ = Z+ Rf + R$, where R$ is 
compact in S1(Eg, L) and N&Rff) 6 C SN,,,(f) ( a similar situation was 
obtained in the proof of Lemma 3.1 of L-121). If C6 c 1, Z+ Rf + Ri is 
therefore a Fredholm operator of index 0 on S’(E,, L). Since (2.13) 
and the properties of B6 show that Z+ Rf + Ri is injective on sL(E,, Z.), 
we may define %‘(f, O,O)=@(Z+ Rf+ Rz)-‘f, and more generally 
@(f, g, h) = B’(Z+ Rf + R$‘(f- QAb(g, h)) + A’(g, h), where Ad is as in 
the proof of Proposition 2.1. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.2 in 
case a, = 0. If a, # 0, we define m, Q, as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. 
Since Proposition 2.2 holds for the boundary problem u--t 
(al4 Lu IdEa9 u laEg) as we have just seen, it is clear that it also holds for 
g6. The proof of Proposition 2.2 is complete. 
When using linearizations of Problem (1.4), (1.5), (1.6) in Sections 3 and 
4, we shall need a result of global regularity for solutions of QU = f in E,, 
(L + a,,) u = g in aE,, u = h in aEb. Proposition 2.3 below gives such a 
result. In order not to interrupt its proof, we pause now to give two useful 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.4. Zf z E SY(E6, L), v < 1+ 2, one can find z, E S” + *(E6, L) 
such that z, + z in S”‘(E~, L) whatever v’ < v, as E + 0. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. We may write z(x) = z’(cp( -x1, x)) + 
j;;l z”(cp(s - x1, x)) ds, where z’ 2 z 1 dEb Ec’(&) and z” = Lz E C”(E6). 
Choose z: E C”(Eb), zz E C”(E,) such that z: + z’ in cY’(Z$) and z: -+ z” in 
CY’(E6) whatever v’< v when E -+ 0. It suffices then to take z,(x) = 
zXcp( -x1 3 x)1 + J$ zi(rp(s - x,, x)) ds. The proof of Lemma 2.4 is complete. 
LEMMA 2.5. Zf p E aE:,, there exist C” + * local coordinates 
y= (Yl, -**, y, + 1) = (y’, y,, + 1) defined in an ‘open neighborhood V of p in 
Iw “+I, satisfying y(p) = 0, such that the following holds: V n E,, V n aE,, 
V n aE:, are given by y, + , > 0, yn+ , = 0, y1 = yn+ , = 0, respectively, and 
L=(a/ay,)+A(y’)(iT/ay,+,) in Vn&, where AEC”+* andy,A(y’)<O. 
Proof of Lemma 2.5. The proof of this elementary result may be 
omitted. 
Assume that (Q, L, a,,) satisfies conditions (1,) M, , M,) and (1, M, M2), 
where M may be much larger than M,. We want to prove that (2.25) still 
holds if 6 < small constant depending on I,, 1, M,, M,. To do this we 
introduce now a further condition on L. If x E aEg, let us denote by v’(x) 
the inner unit normal to aE, at x. Write L(x) = p(x) + a’(x) v’(x), where 
p(x) is a tangent vector to aEG at x and &(x)E IT& Let rl be the maximal 
integral curve of p through x. We introduce the following condition: 
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(Da) For each x E 8Eb, ug does not vanish identically on any open 
interval of 7:. 
We are going to prove the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that (Q, L, aO) satisfies condition 
(1,,M,,M,)(M,,M,>O).LetM;,M;>OsatisfyM;>M,,M;<M,and 
put &=inf(b,(l,, 1, I&, M;), s,(n,, A,, M;, Ml)), where 6, and 6, are 
given by Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. Assume that for some 
6 E (0, S,], UjE c ‘+‘(&)for 2<j<n+ 1 and b,ES’(E6, L)for (4 <2. Zf 
condition (Da) holds, 43’ is bounded of S”(E,, L) x C”+2(8E,) x C”“(aEX) 
into l? + 2(Es, L). 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. In view of Proposition 2.2 and the closed 
graph theorem, it is of course sulficient to show that if u E S11+‘(E6, L) 
satisfies Qu =f~ S”(E,, L), (L + a,) u = gE C”+2(8E,) in aE,, u= 
hEC”+‘(dE&) in a,!$, then UES”+~ (E,, L). Let m be as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.1. Now m E S”+*(E6, L), so arguments similar to those used 
in the proof of Proposition 2.1 show that we may assume that a, = 0 and 
we shall assume it. Subtracting from u the function A’(g, h) (defined in the 
proof of Proposition 2.1), which now belongs to S” + ‘(E6, L), we may and 
shall assume that g = h = 0. The proof of Proposition 2.3 will be carried in 
three steps, using in particular several ideas of the proof of Theorem 1 of 
[ 121 (see also [3]). Only in the third step will it be necessary to assume 6 
to be small. 
Step 1. Assume furthermore that b,E C”+ ‘(E,) if 1~1 G 2, and that 
6, ~0 in E6 while b,,(x) < 0 for some XE Eg. We are then going to con- 
struct a left parametrix P with remainder R such that the following holds: 
PQu=utRu if u~S”l+* (Es, L) satisfies Lu = 0 in aEg, 
u=o in aEg; (2.26) 
P maps S”(E,, L) into C’ + ‘(E,) continuously and R maps 
SY(E6, L) into C’+ ‘(E,) continuously if v = min(l + 1, 
A, + 2). (2.27) 
If now u E S”’ + 2(ES, L) satisfies the conditions Qu E p(E6, L), Lu = 0 in 
aEg, u = 0 in aEd, it follows from (2.26) and (2.27) that u + RUG C”+*(E,) 
and that RuEC”+~(E~); hence UEC’+~(,!?~). Since QLu= LQu+ 
[Q, L] u~C”-l(&) and Lu=O in aEs, it follows that UES”+~(,?~, L). 
Repeating the same argument a finite number of times gives that 
u E 9 + *(Ed, L). P will be obtained by patching together local parametrices 
which we are going to construct now. If p E a.!$, choose C” + 2 local coor- 
dinates Y=(Y~,...,Y~+~)=(Y’,Y,,+~ ) defined in an open neighborhood of 
580/7612-2 
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p, of the type described in Lemma 2.5. Choose 0 E Cm(R +, [O, 11) such 
that 0(s) =0 if SK+, 19(s) = 1 if ~>f and e’(s) >O if i<s<i. Write 
h,(s) = 1 f (1 ---.s~)“~. If sr, s2 are small enough, the open set 
G= {HEW+‘, ~-(l~‘I/~,)~(I~‘ll~~)~~,+~/~~~~+(I~’l/~~)~ is contained 
in y (VnE,) and so are the open sets G,={ay,y~G) when O<o<l. 
Note that p E G,. If EJE: is large enough, G, is a union of open intervals 
intersecting { y E G,, y, = 0 } of integral curves of L. Hence Proposition 2.1 
is applicable and if c is small enough, there exists a linear operator H 
which is bounded of Scl( G,, L) into S” + ‘(G,, L) if p = 1 or v - 1, such that 
HQv=v in G, if VES ‘I + ‘(G L) satisfies Lv = 0 in aG, and v = 0 in 
{YE 8G,, y, = O}. Because ot’condition (D6), one can find an open 
neighborhood V of p in i?, contained in G, such that Vn Ed c G,, and 
suchthatxEVandcp(t,~)EE~forsometEIWimplythatcp(t,x)~Vif~is 
the flow of L. Put G, = W. Constructing such a pair of open subsets V c W 
of E, for each point p E aE,, and taking a finite covering of 8E:, by sets of 
type V, we end up with a finite number of points p,, . . . . pN~ a,& and 
associated open subsets of E:, v, ) ..*, v,, W,) . ..) w, such that 
=MJl<j<N Vj. For 1 <j< J, there exists a linear operator Hi which is 
bounded of S‘( rj, L) into Sp+2( Ej, L) if p=I or v- 1, such that 
Hi Quj = uj in Wj if uj E S”’ + ’ ( rj, L) satisfies Lu, = 0 in 8 Wj and uj = 0 in 
{X E a wj, x1 = 01. 
Put V~={XE Vj,x,=O} and choose r>O so small that {xEE&, 
4dw3+u,GjgN VJ’, where d is the distance function. Define 
U’={.x~E~,d(x,aE&)>z}, lJ={cp(t,x)~E~,t~R,x~U’}. Sincein aEd, 
the scalar product (L, v’) is ~0 (resp. 20) if x, > 0 (resp. < 0), one can 
fnd an open subset F of E, whose closure F in OX”+ ’ is a neighborhood of 
aEg in Ed, and a non vanishing CA ‘2(F) vectorfield L, such that the 
following holds: L, satisfies (Da) in iYE,, Lo = L in {x eFn U, x1 >O}, 
Lo= -L in {x~Fn U, x1 <O} and (L,, v’) is 60 at each point of aEd. 
Write Sfi(E,, F, L) = Cfl(E,) n Y(F, L,) with norm IIuIJ~,J~ + JIL,u([~,F;. 
Since b0 < 0 and b, does not vanish identically in Eg, and since (D6) holds, 
there exists a linear operator Ho which is bounded of S‘(E6, F, Lo) into 
Cp+2(,!?,) if ,u=L or v-l, such that HoQuo=uo in Eb if uo~C2(E6) 
satisfies the conditions Qu, E S1(E6, F, L,) and Lou, = 0 in iYEa. This is 
proved in [ 11, Theorem 3.21. 
Write VA = {x E E6, d(x, a&) > 22) and V,, = {cp(t, x) E E,, t E R, 
XE Vb}. Choose a CA+2(&) partition of unity cpb, .. . . (PX associated with 
the covering Vb, . . . . VN and let $i E C ““(&) have support in Vi and be 
equal to 1 in a neighborhood of the support of (pj’. Finally deline 
cpji, I,G~EES”+‘(E~, L) by Lcpj=O in E,, cpj=cpil n Eb, Ltij=O in E,, tij=ll/; 
in 6. If one Puts P=Co<j<N CpiHj$jy R=Co<j<N (P,HjC$j, Ql, (2.26) 
and (2.27) are easily checked if one remarks that Lo = f L in a 
neighborhood of supp $0 n F. 
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Step 2. Assume that b, E C’ + ‘(E,) when lcll 6 2, but do not impose 
any sign condition on b,. Choose jl E Iw such that b0 - fl GO in Ed 
and b,(x) - /? <O for some XE Ed. If u E S’1+2(i?B, L) satisfies 
@A =f~ S’(&, L), Lu=O in aE,, u = 0 in a,?$, then a finite number of 
applications of Step 1 with Q replaced by Q - fl gives that u E S”+ ‘(E,, L). 
Step 3. We now prove Proposition 2.3 without any extra assumption. 
So assume that u E S’l+ ‘(I,, L) satislies Qu = f in Es, Lu = 0 in i3E,, u = 0 
in aEg, and that (Q, L, 0) satisfies condition (kl, M,, M2). According to 
Lemma 2.4 one can find (b,),E S”+*(Eg, L) such that (b,), -+ b, in 
S”‘(E,, L) for all 2’ <A, as E -+ 0. Put Q, = &, G2 (b,), 8’. It is clear that 
(Q,, L, 0) satisfies condition (A,, M;, M;) if E > 0 is small enough, so 
Proposition 2.1 gives a unique u, E S’l +‘(E8, L) such that QBu, =f in E,, 
Lu,=O in aEg, u,=O in a,!$. Step 2 shows that U,E S”+*(E&, L); hence 
(2.13) gives that Nj.+z,a (u,) is bounded by a constant independent of E as 
E -+ 0. Passing to a subsequence we obtain U,E S’-+*(EB, L) such that 
QuO=f in E,, Lu,=O in aEs, u,=O in aEg. Proposition 2.1 implies that 
u = u0 and this completes the proof of Proposition 2.3. 
The following result is of course an immediate corollary of 
Propositions 2.1 and 2.3. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that all conditions of Proposition 2.1 hold and 
let h2 be as in Proposition 2.3. If 6 6 6,, the estimate 
N E.+~,W?.L g> h)) d C~2(Ni,,(f, g, h) + MNi,,,(f, g> h)) (2.28) 
holds for all (,J g, h)E S”(E,, L) x C’+‘(aE;,) x C”*(8Eg), with C as in 
(2.13). 
Remark 2.2. It is clear from the proof of Proposition 2.3 that if 
b, E c’+ ‘(E,), Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 still hold even if the condition 
6 < 6, is not satisfied. 
3. PREPARATION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
In this section we use the results of Section 2 to obtain information 
immediately applicable to the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. These theorems 
will be proved with the help of a version with parameter of Zehnder’s 
generalized implicit function theorem [ 13): in fact we shall construct 
solutions of non linear oblique derivative problems as limits of sums of 
smoothed solutions of linearized problems; the linearized problems will be 
linear oblique derivative problems (with a supplementary boundary con- 
dition). So first we must ascertain that it is possible to find a domain in 
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which all the linear oblique derivative problems can be solved and 
estimates of the solutions can be obtained. This is done in Proposition 3.1, 
which is a consequence of the results of Section 2 and of two corollaries of 
Lemma 3.4, namely Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2. The smoothings which will be 
used in our version of Zehnder’s theorem are also described in this section. 
If 0 < 6 < 1, let us put 
u*= (xm”+‘, 1x1 <S,x,+,>O}, 
u:,= {XER”+l, JxI<S,x,+*=O}, 
U:={XEw+l, IxI<&x,=x,+*=0}. 
The following lemma will be useful. 
LEMMA 3.1. For each SE R’ and 6 E (0, 11, there exists an extension 
operator T,,, from U, to KY+ ’ such that: 
(i) ifu~C(5~),then TS,gu(x)=O $jxl>26; 
(ii) there exists a constant CS,u, depending only on s and U1 and not on 
6 and p such that I(Ts,6uIIc,p~+~~Cs,u, llullfl,oa ifu~C”(e~) and p<s. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let c,‘) be the extension operator from U, 
to the unit ball defined by TJ1)~(~)=~,Cj~:m~j~(~‘, -x,+,/j) if 
X=(X’,Xn+l), x*+1 <O 1x1 < 1 T(‘)u(x)= u(x) if x,+i 20, 1x1 < 1 (see 
e.g., [4]). Here mEZ+‘is 2s andSx,Gj,,cj(-j)-k= 1 if O<k<m- 1: 
Using polar coordinates r = 1x1, 0 =x/lx], define Ti*)g(r, 0) = 
XCr) Cl dj<m ,g c. (1 -i- (1 - r)/j, 0), where X(r) E C” is equal to 1 for r 6 2 - 2~ 
and vanishes for r 2 2 - E for some small E > 0. Routine computations how 
that we may take T, 1 = Ti*)o T$‘) and more generally *T,,,u(x) = 
(T,,,(u,))(x/G) if us(x) = L(6x). The proof of Lemma 3.1 is complete. 
Remark 3.1. Of course one has results analogous to Lemma 3.1 with 
Ug replaced by V:, or Vi and corresponding extension operators Ti,*, T$. 
The next lemma gives smoothing operators adapted to the spaces C’( 0,). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let s E IFA’ be fixed. Then one can find a constant C, (indepen- 
dent of 6 and t) and, for each 6 E (0, l] and t > 0, a linear operator Ss,* 
defined on C( Da) such that 
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Proof of Lemma 3.2. If 0, is replaced by a fixed compact subset K of 
R! ‘+ ’ and supp u c K, the existence of operators S; satisfying (3.1), (3.2) 
(3.3) is known; see, e.g., Theorem A.10 of [9] where they are constructed 
by regularizing and cutting. Hence, to prove Lemma 3.2, it suffices to take 
v = (?Ts.,u) I z/s, with T,,, as in Lemma 3.1. The proof of Lemma 3.2 is 
complete. 
Remark 3.2. Of course we have analogous smoothings (S:6)‘, (SF6)” in 
Uk, Ug and in particular inequalities similar to (3.2) (3.3) with some 
constants Ci, Ci . 
As a corollary of Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.2 we obtain the following 
convexity inequality. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let sE[w be fixed. If O<Adpds, OfaQ 1, and 0<6g 1, 
the inequality 
(3.4) 
holds with a constant C, depending only on s and not on IG, p, a, 6, u. An 
analogous result is true ly Us is replaced everywhere by U6 (or Vi). 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. If t > 0, Lemma 3.2 gives an upper bound for 
II~W,l --ar)l+cql,if6 (rev. IIU-X9 uIl+ a)l + ap,Oa) in terms of II4 n,~J (rev. 
~(u(I,,~~). (3.4) follows if one chooses t to minimize the sum of these upper 
bounds. We omit the details since the proof is exactly the same as that of 
Lemma 3.1 of [ 131. The proof for U:, or U;il is similar in view of 
Remark 3.2. 
In the rest of this section we are going to construct and estimate local 
right inverses of linearizations of a boundary value problem of type (1.4) 
(1.5), (1.6). Put W,={(x,u,p,q)~jW”+‘x[Wx(W”+‘x[W(”+’)~, max(lul, 
IPI, 14) < R}, Wk = {W, u, PI E R” x R x Rn+‘, max(l4, lpl) < R}. 
Assume that KE C”( r,), k E CN+ ‘( pR), N B 1, and that the following 
holds if we write y=(yl,y”)=(y’,y,,+l) when y~[w”+‘, 
K(x, ~3 P, q) = Cl<j<n+l q/j if 1x1 > R/2 and Cl<iJ<n+l 
(aK/aq,)( x, u, p, q) 5; tj > C 15 (2 for some strictly positive 
constant C independent of (x, U, p, q, 5) E W, x lFV’+ ‘; (3.5) 
if (x’, u,p)~ w’,, then (ak/ap,)(x’, u,p)>O and xl(ak/8p,+,) 
(x’, u, PI G 0; if for some R’ d R, u E C’( U,,) satisfies 
Iu(x’, O)( < R, IVv(x’, O)l < R for Ix’1 < R’, then (8k/8pn+ ,) 
(x’, u(x’, 0), Vu(x’, 0)) does not vanish identically on any open 
interval of integral curve of C, G jG n (ak/ap,)(x’, u(x’, 0), 
VU(X’, 0)) a/ax,. (3.6) 
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Assume that 2 <pl < ,u ,<N+ 1, and that for some 6 E (0, 11, and some 
M > 0, we have v E Cr( U6) such that 
I141p,,o~ G C,,‘,,WZ (3.7) 
IMlp,o~ 6 M (3.8) 
where, in (3.7), C,,,., is the constant given in part (ii) of Lemma 3.1. Write 
.x,(z) =( 1 z (x, v, vv, V’v) a?, Ial < 2 avu 
x ,& ava ( 
ak( ~hwa=z )I ,z~x,=x,+,=o . x, =o ) 
To construct a local right inverse of X0 depending suitably on v, it is con- 
venient to simplify the oblique derivative boundary condition on x, + I = 0 
by a change of variables. Put fi = T,,,v, where TP,6 is the extension operator 
given by Lemma 3.1. Let 2 E Cc( TV) be equal to 1 for lx’1 < R and define 
G, = 1, Gj(x’) = z(X’)(ak/apj)/(ak/apl)(x’, v”(X’, o), vfi(X’, o)), 2 ~j,< n + 1, 
which makes sense because of (3.7). Define X= (X,, . . . . X,, r) by the 
equations 
2 (y’) = Gj(x’(Y’)), Xj=yj if y,=O, l<j<n, (3.9) 
Xn+*(Y)=Yn+1. (3.10) 
Since Gje C”(R”), it is easy to check that X I?‘+’ + R”+’ is a C-r dif- 
feomorphism. Let us call Y its inverse. Notice that the image L of 
Cl<j<n+l Gjaj by dY is L = a, + G,, ,(X’(y’)) a,+ r. Denote by I the iden- 
tity map in lRn+l and write Il(Pll~,w+~=C~~j~~+~ II(P/-ll/,Rntl if 
rp=(cp ,,..., q&+,): Rn+l+R”+l. Then we have the following result. 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that (3.7) and (3.8) hold. Then one can find a 
strictly positive constant C independent of v, M, and of 6 E (0, 11, such that 
IF-- Al.- l,Iwn+l d C(M+ l), (3.11) 
II y- 4l,- 1,p+1< C(M+ 1) (3.12) 
holds; if furthermore p > 3, the functions Ai,,,, = (8’ Yj/ax, ax,) 0 X, 
1 <j, m, r < n + 1, belong to 
S~--3(lRn+i, L), and IlAjmrIlp-,,wn+l+ IILAjnwIl~-3,~n+l G C(M+ 1). 
(3.13) 
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Proof of Lemma 3.4. We denote by C various strictly positive constants 
independent of v, M (they may depend on R). Routine computations show 
that JIGjllr,~l,w.+~<C and IIGjl(,-,,,.+,<C(M+ 1) if 16jdn+ 1. 
Equalities (3.9) and (3.10) imply at once that JIX-ZJJOBB”+, 6 C, and the rest 
of (3.11) follows clearly from the proof of Lemma 2.2. To prove (3.12), 
denote by J(y) the Jacobian matrix of X(y). The Liouville theorem [ 7, 
p. 461 gives 
det J(y) = exp /“’ 1 ajGj(t,,z(t,,.F))dt,, 
’ 2<J<U 
(3.14) 
if we use the notation I = (x,, . . . . x,) when x E iw” + ‘. Combining (3.11) and 
(3.14) with usual Holder estimates for the inverse of a diffeomorphism of 
Holder class (for these estimates, see, e.g., Theorem A.9 of [9]), we get 
(3.12). Assume that ~23. Then it follows from (3.11) and (3.12) that 
Aimre Cp.-3([Wn+1) with I(A,,,I(,- 3,Rn+1 d C(M+ 1). Since a’X,j+,ay, is a 
solution of the equation 
we see that 
On the other hand, if we differentiate the equation 
c 1 Grsn+ I ((ax,/@,) 0 Y)(dY,/dx,) = 6jl, we obtain 
(3.16) 
if 1 < i, j, I< n + 1. Good estimates for (a/ayl)(a Y,/ax,) 0 X) can be 
obtained from the equation C l~rgn+~((dY,jax,)ox)(ax,/a~,)=sj~. Hence 
standard estimates of products and compositions (of the type used in the 
proof of Lemma 2.2) using (3.15) and (3.16) lead, after some computation, 
to (3.13). The proof of Lemma 3.4 is complete. 
Computations of the same type as in the preceding proof show that 
Lemma 3.4 has the following corollaries if we put E = ( y E ET+ I, 
(h_8)(ly’l/w,)<y,+,/o,<h+((y’J/o,)} with h,, 8 as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.3 and o 1, w2 > 0. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Assume that (3.7) holds. Then one can find two strictly 
positive constants a, b independent of v, ,ul, and of 6 E (0, I] (but depending 
on wl, w2) such that U, c X(E,,) c U,, for all z > 0. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Assume that (3.7) and (3.8) hold with p, 2 3. Let 
&,I <Z b,(y) aa be the image of Cl,, G2 (~W~~,)(x, O), VW), V2G)) 3’ 
by the change of variables y = Y(x), with Y as above. Then one can find 
strictly positive constants C, c’, independent of M, and of 6 E (0, 11, such 
that 
b,ESfl-3(IRn+1, L) and Vallp--3, w+l+ lILballp--3,~~+~ d C(M+ 1); 
(3.17) 
c b,(y)q’>C (?I2 forall(y,~)ER”+‘xR”+‘. (3.18) 
Ial =2 
We introduce the following spaces (m 2 0, o > 0, 0 < 6 < 1): 
X~=Cm+a(~,)x Cm+u+l(~~)~Cm+u+l(~~), equipped with the norm 
ll(f, g, h&d = Ilf llm+a,~6 + lklL+.+,,~~ + Ilhllm+.+l,~~i:, and Yt = 
C m+“+2(U6), equipped with the norm llflle= Ilfjlm+o+2,Da. When no 
confusion is possible, we shall sometimes imply write ( (E instead of (1 (lx”, 
or I( j( y”,. The reason for introducing m and c and not just their sum m + o 
will become clear later. From now on we assume that N> 2. Choose 
l<y<{ close to 1, ma0 such that m+y+l<N, and pE(m+y+2, 
N + 11. Assume that v E Yt satisfies (3.7) with pI = m + y + 2. Let G = Tc1,6v 
be as above and put Q = C,,, G 2 b,(y) P, q = L + (%/du)/(S/ap,)(X’( y’), 
W-TY’), 01, V~(Y’L O)), with 6, and L as in Corollary 3.2. If 
(f,g, hW$ put ?= T,,,f, g’ = g((Wap, Xx’, VW, 01, Wx’, 0)) -‘, 
8’ = TL,* g’, h = TL,6 h (cf. Remark 3.1); 2’ (resp. A) will be considered as a 
function in Iw” + ’ independent of x, + 1 (resp. independent of x, and x, + , ). 
Let E be as in Corollary 3.1, with w,/w: so large that for all v E Y, satisfy- 
ing (3.7) with pl = m + y + 1 and all 6 E (0, 11, Es is a union of open inter- 
vals intersecting {y E E,, y, = 0} of integral curves of L. As in Section 2, 
put E’= {YE E, y, =O}. Let a be as in Corollary 3.1. Define y’= y if 
m + y I$ Z + and choose y’ < y if m + y E Z +. It follows from Corollary 3.2 
and Proposition 2.2 that there exists a constant 6, independent of v satisfy- 
ing (3.7) with ,u, = m + y + 2, such that for every z E (0, S,], the boundary 
value problem Qw =Jo X in E,,, Lw = 2’ o X in aE,,, w = LOX in JE’,, has 
one and only one solution w = %a,,(fo X, g’o X, h”o X) E S”+y’+ ‘(Ear, L). 
Hence if 6 E (0, S,] and we define u=@(f, g, h) by u =%&o X, 2’0 X, 
fro X) 0 Y, we obtain C,,, c 2 (aK/&,)(x, v, Vv, V2v) 8% = f in Ud, 
C,a,CI (tVc/&,)(x’, v(x’, 0), Vv(x’, 0)) 8% =g in Ub, u= h in Ui. Write 
z = (f, g, h). The results of Section 2 yield useful estimates of @a which are 
collected in 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that 1~1; < C;: y + *,o, R/2. Then there exists a 
constant S’, > 0 independent of v such that the following holds if 6 E (0, a’,]: 
(i) There exists a strictly positive constant C, independent of 6 and u 
such that for all z E Yt : 
(ii) Iffurthermore v E Yt for some s E (y, u - m - 21, then e6 is boun- 
ded of X,” into Y$-,. For each r > 0, one can find a strictly positive constant 
C, independent of 6, and of v such that for all M > 0, 
I~~zI%_~~C,~-(~+~--+~‘M, if IzltGr, Iul~<M, lzl:<M. 
(3.20) 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let n denote the projection R”+ ’ -+ R” defined 
by 7c( y’, yn + i) = y’. For each I1 > 0 one can find a strictly positive constant 
K depending only on E and I, such that the following holds: if 1 d 1, and 
i E C’( I!?‘+ ‘) does not depend on y, + i, then 
llill /,~EG K Ilill~n(a~), (3.21) 
llill /,a~’ GK Il1II,,n~m~. (3.22) 
In fact (3.21) and (3.22) follow easily if one chooses projections on hyper- 
planes yj= constant as local coordinates of dE and aE’. Denote by C 
various positive constants independent of u, 6. If C may depend on r we 
shall write C, instead of C. Lemma 3.4, (3.21), and (3.22) imply that (with 
the notations of Section 2) 
N m+y-Lad(foX) 6 c Ilf lImfy,Op (3.23) 
ll(~‘~X),aIl,+,+~,a~~C IIg’llm+y+l,ti~~C IIgllm+y+~,ob, (3.24) 
lI(~oX)~~llm+y+,,aE,~C llhllm+y+l,u,y. (3.25) 
Since l@zl~< C6-m-2N,,,+2,as (&JfoX, goX,h”oX)), (3.19) is a con- 
sequence of Proposition 2.1 (with A = m + y - 1 if m + 2 E Z + and ,J. = m if 
m + 2 $Z+), Corollary 3.2, (3.23), (3.24), (3.25). To prove (3.20), take 
A=m+s-1 ifm+s$Z+ andI=m+s-yifm+soZ+. 
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With this choice of il and with 1, = y - 1, we obtain, using Lemma 3.4 and 
Proposition 2.4, 
N m+s--y+2,a6(@a6(T0~, b’-JX h”4) 
G C(Nm+.- l,as (~~~,g’~X,~~X)+(M-tl)N,_,,~,(~oX,g”’~X,h”~X)), 
(3.26) 
provided 6 <S;. On the other hand, the following inequalities are easily 
proved with the help of (3.21), (3.22), 
N ,+.-l,os(JOX)~C(IlfII m+s,tia+W+l) Ilf,,mKCW+l)> (3.27) 
Il~~‘~~~,sII,+,+~.a~~~~IIg’ll,+,+*,~~++~+~~ IIg’ll,,OJ<Cr(M+lh 
(3.28) 
lIwnAn+s+l,a~ G C(lVll m+s+l.~~++~+l) l ~llI,~~x)~cr(~+1). 
(3.29) 
If A4 > r, (3.20) follows from Lemma 3.4, (3.23k(3.29). When M< r 
instead, a proof similar to that of (3.19) gives (3.20). The proof of 
Proposition 3.1 is complete. 
We end this section by defining smoothings in the spaces Xi and Yf, 
O<a<p-m -2. In Xz we shall consider the smoothings (f, g, h)t-+ 
(SF6f, (Sr’)‘g, (Spd)“h) and in Yf the smoothing Sf6, where Sp6, (Sg,d)‘, 
(SF6)” are defined in Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.2. To simplify the writing 
we shall denote by Sf both the smoothings in Xt and Yi. 
4. PR~~FOF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
In this section we choose suitable local coordinates in which we work in 
a half ball with center 0 and radius 6. We first construct an approximate 
solution p of (1.4~(1.6) by means of the Cauchy-Kowaleski theorem 
(Lemma 4.1). The introduction of such an approximate solution allows to 
reduce (1.4~(1.6) to the solvability of a new non linear oblique derivative 
problem (with a supplementary boundary condition) of the form Q(u) = a 
vector function which vanishes of order roughly N at the origin, whereas 
Q(O) =0 (Problem (4.13)-(4.16)). On the other hand, a version with 
parameter of (a special case of) Zehnder’s implicit function theorem 
(Proposition 4.1), which can be applied because of the estimates of Sec- 
tion 3, shows that the image of @ contains a ball of center 0 and radius K6’ 
in a suitable function space; an estimate of t is given in Remark 4.2. We are 
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then able to deduce that if N is large enough, we can solve problem 
(4.13)-(4.16). From this it is easy to obtain a proof of Theorems 1 and 2. 
However, our procedure turns out to consume many derivatives. In 
Remark 4.3 we show the addition of some extra hypotheses as in [6] can 
reduce the number of lost derivatives. 
Assume that N > 2. After a CN + ’ change of variables we may and shall 
assume that x,, = 0, that 4 (resp. &2) is given by x, + i > 0 (resp. x, + , = 0) 
in a neighborhood of x0, and that w(x) = x1. Let then P be the second 
order polynomial in Iw” + ’ defined by P(0) = uO, VP(O) = p”, V’P(0) = q”. 
Write 
F(x, u, p, q) = F(x, u + P(x), p + VP(x), q + V2&)), 
.7(x, 4 p) =f(x, u + P(x), P + VW)). 
Problem (1.4)-( 1.6) is of course equivalent to finding a function ii such that 
F(x, ii(x), Vii(x), V%(x)) = 0 in QnS, 7(x, ii(x), Vii(x))=0 in X2n S, 
ii=E in WnS, where z=h-P; u=ii+P will then be a solution of 
(1.4)-( 1.6). We drop the” to simplify notations. Condition (1.1) becomes 
F(0, 0, 0, 0) =f(O, 0, 0) = 0. (4.1) 
Writing R for a positive constant (not necessarily the same as in Section I), 
we see after some simple computations that conditions (1.2) (1.3), (C, + *), 
(D) imply, respectively, 
,,ijL+,% 
F( 4 4Pv 4) 5itjac Id2 for some c > 0 
if max(IxL 14, b-4, Id)< R and <EIW”+‘, (4.2 
-g(O,O,O)=O if 1 <j<n, (4.3 
J 
wh w, U, P) > 0 and d!!ap,+,W, u, P) G 0 if 
max(lx’l, 1~1, lpi)< R (where x’EKY is written instead of . 
(x’, 0)E w+‘), (4.4) 
ifzEC’({xE[W”+‘, 1x1 < R’}) for some R’ < R and z satisfies 
Iz(x’, O)( <R, \VZ(X’, O)l < R when lx’1 < R’, then (aflap,, 1) 
(x’, z(x’, 0), Vz(x’, 0)) does not vanish identically on any open 
interval of integral curve of XI gjGn (afyap,)(.d, 2(x’, 0), 
VZ(X’, 0)) a/ax,. (4.5) 
Note that now we have 
V’h(0) = 0 if j< 2. (4.6) 
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Our purpose is to find a function u such that for some 6 > 0, 
IV’u(x)l <R if xEU, and j< 2, lV’u(x’, O)l <R 
if (x’, 0) E V;, and j<l, (4.7) 
F(x, u(x), Vu(x), V2u(x)) = 0 if XE U,, (4.8) 
f(x’, 24(x’, O), Vu(x’, 0)) = 0 if (x’, 0) E Vb, (4.9) 
u(0, x”, 0) = h(x”) if (0, x”, 0) E Vi. (4.10) 
This of course will give a proof of Theorem 1. As announced before, the 
first step will be to find an approximate solution. This will be done by an 
application of the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem. Let FrN7(x, U, p, q) = 
c,,, < [N, ~pv4 09 07 0) P/a!, f[N, + 1(x’, 4 P) = c,p, < [N, + 1 q f(O, 070) 
@//?!, hCN, + ,(x”) = &,, b rN, + I &,/z(O) x”~/Y!, where we have written for 
simplicity i = (x, U, p, q), q = (x’, U, p), be the Taylor expansions of order 
[N], [N] + 1, [N] + 1 of F,f, h at the origin. Then we have the following 
result. 
LEMMA 4.1. If v > 0 is small enough, one can find a function p defined 
and analytic for 1x1 < q, such that Vjp(O) = 0 ifj< 2, F&x, p(x), VP(X), 
V2A4xH=0 if I4 <?,f [NI + I(x’, fi(X’, O), VAX’, 0)) = 0 if lx’1 < q, and 
~(0, x”, 0) = hCNl + ,(x”) if (~“1 < rj. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. If r] is small enough, the Cauchy-Kowaleski 
theorem gives the existence of a function ~Jx’) defined and analytic when 
I-4 < I], such that alpo(0) = 0, fCN1 + 1W, P&‘), W’P~(X’), 0)) = 0 for 
l-4 < rl and p. = hlNl + 1 for x, = 0 and lx’/ < r~. Here of course (V’~,(x’), 0) 
means (a, pO(x’), . . . . dnpo(x’), 0). From (4.3) and (4.6) it follows that 
Vjpo(0) = 0 if j< 2. D ecreasing q if necessary, we may, by another 
application of the Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem, find a function ,U defined 
and analytic when 1x1 c q, such that a~+,~(O)=O, FcN,(x, p(x), VP(X), 
V2p(x))=0 when 1x1 <q, p=po whenx,+,=O and 1x1 <‘I, and d,+,p=O 
when x, + i = 0 and (xl < q. Such a function satisfies all the requirements of 
the lemma. The proof is complete. 
In Lemma 4.1, take q >O so small that the functions tiI(x) = 
-F(x, ,4x), VP(X), V2,W), +2(x’) = -f(x’, /4x’, Oh VAX’, 011, $,b”) = 
(h - hCNj + 1 W’) are well defined when (xl <q, Ix’/ <q, (~“1 <q, respec- 
tively. Then $l~CN when 1x1<? and V@,(O)=0 forj<[N], t,b2~CN+l 
when Jx’I <rl and Viti2(0) =0 for j< [N] + 1, ti3e CN+’ when Ix”1 <v] 
and Vj$,(O) = 0 for j< [N] + 1. Write F’(x, u, p, q) = F(x, u + p(x), 
P + VAX), 9 + V2/4x)) + $1(x), f’(X), u, P) = f(x’, u + /4X’, O), p + 
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Vp(x’, 0)) + $z(x’). With x E CT(lR?+ ‘, [0, I]) equal to 1 if 1x1 <v/2 and to 
0 if (xl > 30/4, define 
~(‘(X,~,P,q)=XtX)~tx,~,p,q)+t1-X(X)) c qj, (4.11) 
l<J<“+l 
3(x’, 4 PI = x(x’, O)f’( x’,u,p)+tl-X(X’,O))P,. (4.12) 
Then FE CM, f~ CM+ ‘. Note that F, J also satisfy conditions (4.1)-(4.5) 
perhaps after replacing R by some R’ c R, and that F(x, 0, 0,O) = 0 for 
1x1 <‘I, f(x), 0,O) = 0 for Ix’1 <q. Actually we shall find a function u such 
that for some 6>0: 
(V’u(x)[ <R’ if XEU& and j< 2, IV’u(x’, O)/ < R’ 
if (x’, 0) E V:, and j<l, (4.13) 
& a-h Wx), V2W) = x(x) til(X) if XE U,, (4.14) 
3(x’, 4x’, 01, Wx’, 0)) =x(x’, 0) Ic12(x’) if (x’, 0) E Vg, (4.15) 
u(0, x”, 0) = $3(x”) if (0, x”, 0) E Vi. (4.16) 
Then u+ p will be a solution of (4.7t(4.10) (perhaps with a smaller 6). 
Remark 4.1. We may as well assume that R’ is as large as we please. In 
fact if r > 0 and F(x, U, p, q) = F(r-lx, rP3u, re2p, r-‘q), fr(x’, u, p) = 
f(r-lx’, re3 U, r-2p), the functions F, 3’ have the same properties as 
F, J: and a large domain of definition if r is large. If we find a solution 
u of F’(x, u(x), Vu(x), V%(x)) = (X$,)(r-ix) if x E Ur6, fr(x’, u(x’, 0), 
Vu(x’, 0)) = X(r- lx’, 0) &(r-lx’) if (x’, 0) E UL,, ~(0, x”, 0) = r3$3(r-‘~“) if 
(0, x”, 0) E u;,j, such that IV’u(x)l < R’r if XE Uld and j< 2 and 
IV&(x’, O)l < R’r if (x’, 0)~ Vi, and j< 1, the function rP3u(rx) will be a 
solution of (4.13)-(4.16). Therefore we may and shall assume that 
R’>2Cm+y+2,u, with G+y+2,U, as in Proposition 3.1; this will simplify 
some notations below. As in Section 3, define spaces Xz and Y$ when ~7 2 0. 
Let y. S, p E R verify the inequalities y > 1, s > 8y, p > 1. The solvability of 
(4.13k(4.16) will be a consequence of the following version with parameter 
of Zehnder’s generalized implicit function theorem (Theorem 3.1 and 
Corollary 1 of [ 131): 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume for all 0 < 6 < 6, that @ is a C2 function of 
{VE Yi, (VI,, <p} into XE such that @(O)=O, and that the following holds: 
(i) There exists a constant M, independent of 6 such that Id@(u)l{, 
ld2@(u)l $6 M, zf Iv1 g < 1 and d means differential. 
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(ii) Zf D E Yf and [VI: < 1, then Q(v) E Xf . Moreover there exists a con- 
stant KS, independent of 6 such that 
I@(v)lf G KM (4.17) 
zj-IvIf< 1 and [01,6,<M. 
(iii) There exists a constant M,, independent of 6, and for each v such 
that 1~1; < 1, there exists a bounded linear operator Z(v) of Xt into Yi such 
that 
d@(v) Z(v) z = z if z&Y;, 
[Z(u) z1; < Mgb-(m+2) IZI?. 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
Furthermore, Z(v) is bounded of A’: into Yf- y if v E Yf and 1 VI !j < 1, and there 
exists a constant M,_, independent of 6 such that 
[Z(v) zIfpy < M,_y6-(m+*+s-y94, (4.20) 
iflvl,sGM lzl+ 1, lzl,d<M. 
Put A= 2y + 14~~1s. Then there exists t,, > 0 such that the following holds: for 
each t > t, and K> 0, one can find S&G (0, S,] such that the equation 
Q(u)= cp has a solution UE Yt with the bound 1~1,” < 1, provided q E Xf, 
lql~<K6’and6~(0,&]. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Zehnder’s generalized implicit function 
theorem (Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 1 of [ 131) implies that the equation 
Q(u) = cp has a solution u E Y: if I cp I i < Cd, where C, is a positive constant 
depending on 6. To show that one can take C6 = KC!? as in the statement of 
Proposition 4.1, only a slight technical refinement of the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 of [ 133 is needed. 
Let Q > 1 to be chosen later and write K = 1 + 7y/3s. Put u0 = 0 and 
define for j E Z + : rj = Q“‘, tj = rT16, ‘pi = S$ cp, uj + 1 = ui - St+, Z( u,)( @( uj) - 
qj+ r), where Sf, (resp. St) are the smoothings defined at the end oi 
Section 3 in Xt (resp. Yt) where now p = m + s + 2. Following the lines 
of [13], we want to prove by induction that for some strictly positive 
constants A, B, E (which may depend on 6 here), the following holds for 
each jEZ’\{O} if X&=fi,,,,Xf, Y&=nr,, Yf, 
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From (4.23,) and (4.24,) it follows that Iuj- uj- ,I: < const. 
B1 Y/SF/SQ --Yw-‘, where y,, = (1 - r/s)(n - rcy) - (s - 3L) y~*/s > 0. Since 
Q > 1, this shows that the sequence (u,) converges in Yt to some u, and 
using (4.21,) and (4.22,), one sees that 1~1: < 1 and @i(u) = cp. Except for 
some minor details, the computations which lead to (4.21,), (4.22,), (4.23,), 
(4.24,) are essentially the same as those of the proof of Zehnder’s 
generalized implicit function theorem (Theorem 3.1 of [ 131). However for 
the sake of clarity and since our estimate of t, follows from them, we are 
going to describe them. Denote by C various strictly positive constants 
depending only on s, Y, KS, MO, MS-,,, Cm+s+2, C,,+s+l, Gf5+,, where 
the last three constants are detined in Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.2. Put 
LX=& 0, = 2 - Icy, 0, = K((S- l*)(K - 1) -ay), 0, = yic(ycc +s-i)/s, 
0, = K(S( 1 - LX) + MY), 0, = Ay( K - 1 )/s, 0,=y,+(l-y/s)04+yO,/.r, 
Q,= -2A+2~y+h-20,. It is easily seen that Oj>O ifj${3,6} and 
that O3 < 0, 0, < 0. Assume that Iv\: GE. We shall use Lemma 3.2 many 
times without any special mention. First we remark that lcp,lt < 1 holds for 
all j if 
CE< 1. (4.25) 
Since uI = Sf,Z(O) Sf,cp, (4.19) shows that (4.23,) holds if 
Cd -(m + “@@’ < B, (4.26) 
and because of (4.20), (4.24,) will follow when 
CJ-h+2+s -Y&EQ@I, (4.27) 
Using Lemma 3.3, we can estimate lull $ in terms of Iul 1: and [~,I~ ; hence 
because of (4.20) and (4.19), the bound lull; < 1 of (4.21 1) will be satisfied 
provided 
C,j - (m + 2) + (Y- .dY/sEQeZ < 1. (4.28) 
If R is the remainder of the first order Taylor expansion of @(ul) at 0, we 
may write @(u,) - cpl = d@(O)(Sf, --I) Z(0) ‘pI + R. The first term in the 
sum in the right-hand side has ( 1: norm less than CQ -S(K(S ~ ?) IZ(0) cp 1 1 f i‘ 
and IRI~<C(IZ(0)q,)~)2. Hence using (4.20) and (4.19), one sees that 
(4.22,) is a consequence of 
Cs-(“+2+“~‘)EQe’+C6~2’“+2)E2Q”“6A (4.29) 
Assume now that (4.21,), (4.22,), (4.23h), (4.24h) hold when h <j (j3 1). 
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We are going to show that they still hold if h =j + 1. From the inequality 
IVj+ 1- Tjlj18 ~J(S,+,-Z)rpJ~+I(S,-Z)cpl~, it follows that (cpj+,-cp,l~< 
C E Q --Id provided 
Q 2 C. (4.30) 
Therefore, since I@(U~)-~j+,/~< I@(uj)-qjlg+ I’pj+l-~jl~ and since the 
first term in the right-hand side can be bounded by use of (4.22,), we 
obtain an estimate for [@(ai) - qj+ ,I:. On the other hand, writing 
Uj=Cl<k<j(Uk-Uk-I)9 we may bound lajl,S using (4.24,), k <j. Hence 
using (4.17) we may estimate ) @(uj)l,6, which gives a bound for 
J@(uj) - qj+ 1 1: if we use the triangle inequality. Then, using Lemma 3.3, we 
can obtain an estimate for 1 @(uj) - cpj+ r I,“. Since (4.19) implies a bound for 
Iuj+ I - ujlg in terms of I@(uj) - vi+ r I :, we reach after some simple com- 
putations the conclusion that the inequality 
C6-‘“+2’(E+A)I-Y/s(E+E)Y/sQ-e4KI,, (4.31) 
will imply (4.23,+,) if (4.30) holds. 
(4.24, + 1) follows from the definition of uj+ , - uj and from (4.20) if 
C~-(m+2+s-Y)(E+E)Q-el”/gE. (4.32) 
Repeating arguments which led to (4.31), we may bound Iuk - uk _, I i in 
terms of J@(u~-,)- (~~1: and J@(uk-,)- (~~1: and estimate these last two 
norms. On the other hand we have already estimated Ink - uk _ r I ,” (using 
(4.20)) in order to obtain (4.32). Hence from Lemma 3.3 we may get a 
bound for juk - uk _ r ) ,” which we consider for k > 2; for k = 1 we make use 
of the estimate of 1~~1,” which led us to (4.28). Since l~~+~l,“< 
lUII~+Cl<kgj+l Iuk - uk- rl,6, it follows that (4.21,+ ,) is a consequence of 
(4.25) and of the inequality 
CS~(m+2)+(r-s)Y/s(E+A)(1-Yyls)*(E+E)(2-Y/s)Y/s m 
+ C~-(m+2)+(Y---s)Y/sgQe2< 1. 
kg2 Q-e5xk-' 
(4.33) 
Finally if R’ is the remainder of the first order Taylor expansion of 
cS(uj+l) at uj, we may write ~(Uj+ 1)- qj+, =d@(u,)(Z- St+,) 
Z(uj)(@(uj) - vi+ ,) + R’. Using (4.20) and (4.17), we may estimate the ) 1: 
norm of the first term in the sum in the right-hand side. To bound IR’I& it 
suffices to use the estimates for Iuj+ 1 - ~~1: obtained when proving (4.31). 
Therefore a simple computation shows that (4.22,+ 1) holds provided 
C6-‘“+2+“-Y’(E+E) Q%“+ Cd-2(m+2)(E +A)2(l-YiJ)(E+E)2Y/s Q%“<A. 
(4.34) 
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To extract some manageable information from these inequalities, we put 
A = a,d”, B = b,,h’, E = eo8*, Q = qoP, E,, = K6’ where ao, b,, e,, qo, a, b, 
p, q are real numbers independent of 6 with ao> 0, b, > 0, e0 > 0, and 
q,,> the constant in the right-hand side of (4.30). If 6b>O is sufficiently 
small, inequalities (4.25)-(4.34) will then be verified for all 6 E (0, Sk] 
provided 1> I7(a, b, p, q) for some (a, b, p, q) E D, where 
Z7(a,b,p,q)=max(O,m+2-O,q+b,m+2+s-y+p+O,q, 
m+2+(s-y)y/s-GIO,q, m+2+s-y-e3q+a, 
m + 2 - &q/2 -+ a/2, 
s(m + 2 - ypls + O,lcq + b)/(s - y), m + 2 + O,Kq + b, 
s(m+2+(y-s)a/s+O,rcq+b)/y, m+2+s-y+O,Kq+p, 
m + 2 + (s-y) y/s + O,Icq, 
(1-y/~)~2(m+2+(s-~)y/~+(2-~l~)~pl~+Q5~q), 
s’(m + 2 - (y-s) y/s - (1 -y/s)’ a + Osrcq)/(2s - y) y, 
m+2+s-y-O,rcq+a, 




> mi-2,01Kq< -m-2-s+y,(l -y/s)2a+(2-y/s)yp/s-Q,Kq 
> m+2-(y-s)y/s,a-p-O,rcq 
< -m-2--++,(I-22y/s)a+2yp/s+O,Kq>2(m+2)}. 
Note that D#@ since for each (2, &,P)E R’, (ii, 6,d, 4)~ D if @CO 
and 141 is large enough. Hence Proposition 4.1 holds if 
lo = infcu,b,p,qJ E D Z7(a, b, p, q). The proof of Proposition 4.1 is complete. 
Remark 4.2. We can obtain an estimate for to. In fact the hypotheses of 
Proposition 4.1 are valid with s = 8y if they hold with some s 2 8~. If s = 8y, 
an explicit computaton of eo, @,, . . . . e6 shows that (0, b, 0, q)E D if 
b<-m-2 and q<q*= -max(5m + 10,4m + 34). Now Z7(0, b, 0, q*) < 
m + 2 + 2.43~ (q*( if b c 0 and (b( is large enough, so if y is close to 1, one 
can take r. = max(27(m + 2)/2, 1 lm + 87). 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. As in Section 3, choose 1 < y < min({, N- m - 1), 
m+y+Z<p<N+ 1. Put s=p-m-2, so that 
and assume that 
y<s<N-m-l, (4.35) 
s>8y, (4.36) 
as in Proposition 4.1. If 6 is small enough and u belongs to a sufficiently 
small neighborhood of 0 in Y& define Q(u) = (Q,(u), Q*(u), cD~(u)) by 
OI(u)(x) = F(x, u(x), Vu(x), V2u(x)) if x E Ug, Qz(u)(x’) =7(x’, 24(x’, 0), 
Vu(x’, 0)) if (x’, 0) E Vb, Q3(u)(x”) = ~(0, x”, 0) if (0, x”, 0) E I&‘. Then for 
all 0 d CJ Q s, @ is a continuous mapping of a neighborhood of 0 in Y: into 
X2. Using Remark 4.1, we may and shall assume that R’ > 2C, + y+ z,u,f 
where Cm+y+2,u, is the constant occuring in Lemma 3.1 and Proposi- 
tion 3.1. We take 6 so small that Proposition 3.1 holds with K, k, R 
replaced by F, f, R’. To solve Problem (4.13t(4.16), let us check that 
Proposition 4.1 can be applied to the equation G(u)= cp with 
cp = ($;, I&, ti3), where Ic/; = x$i, t&(x’)=x(x’, 0) 4G2(x’), if 6, is small 
enough. Since Wu)(w) = (Ciclls2 (W%)(x, v, Vu, V20) J,w CicliG 1 
(J!JKJ(x’7 0, Vv)J’w lx,+,=o, w Ix,=x,+,=o) and (d2@(u)(wI))(w2) = 
CL,,,@, 92 (J2m% JqdX~ v, VfA V2d JXw* J%, F&f&, < I GwJ% Ju,) 
(x’, 0, Vu) JawI Jaw, lx.+,=o, 0), a straightforward computation shows that 
(i) holds. One has also I@(v)l,S < fis( 1 + /VI:), where fis is independent of 6 
and of v satisfying /VI: < 1. In fact, for fixed 6 this is just a classical estimate 
for Holder norms of composite functions (see, e.g., Theorem A.8 of [9]), 
and the uniformity in 6 follows from the proof given in [9] if one uses 
Lemma 3.3 of the present paper. Hence (4.17) is clear if M > 1. On the 
other hand, (4.17) is easily proved for MQ 1 by means of Taylor formula, 
taking into account that p(x, 0, 0,O) = 0 if 1x1 < q, f(x’ 0,O) = 0 if /x’l < q. 
Hence (ii) holds. As for (iii), it is a direct consequence of Proposition 3.1. 
Now it is not difficult to see that 1~1: < KaNea-“’ for some constant K> 0 




Proposition 4.1 gives the existence of u E Y;’ such that D(u) = cp if 6 is small 
enough. Hence Theorem 1 is proved with N’=m + y + 2. If we choose y 
sufficiently close to 1, we see using Remark 4.2 that conditions 
(4.35)-(4.38) will be satisfied as soon as 
s=8y (4.39) 
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and 
N> m + 4 + max(27(m + 2)/2, 1 lm + 87). (4.40) 
In particular if N 3 379, we may choose m > 24 such that equality holds in 
(4.40) and get N’ >/ 2N/29. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
Remark 4.3. Assume that we know a CN+* solution c1 of (4.7)-(4.9); 
then we do not need Lemma 4.1 if we content ourselves to solve 
(4.7)-(4.10) with h such that h-a Ir,=x,+,=O is small in the Cm+‘+‘(Dg) 
topology. In this case we reduce to the equation G(u) = cp where @ is as 
above (but with p replaced by a) and cp = (0, 0, h-a I,x,=.r,+,zO). We do 
not need Proposition 4.1 anymore but only Zehnder’s generalized implicit 
function theorem (without parameters) (Corollary 1 of [13]) to obtain a 
solution 24E Yt if (Ih-a\~Cm+,+~ctiBj is small enough. The only conditions to 
impose now are N > m + s + 1, s > 87. Notice that now, h need not be taken 
in C”“(D~) but only in the larger space Cm+l+l(Di). N’=m +y +2, so 
if we choose N = m + s + 1, y close to 1, and s = 8y, we may manage that 
N - N’ = s - y - 1 < 6 + E, where E > 0 is as small as we please. Note also 
the loss of regularity from h to U, namely (m + i + 1)- (m + y + 2) = 
y - 1 + 14y*/s, can be made arbitrarily small if y is close to 1 and s can be 
taken very large. This last case was the situation anounced in [6], where it 
was assumed that N = “0, a = 0 and h is small in the ?+‘+I( 0:;) 
topology. 
Theorem 2 is easy to obtain from Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. In Theorem 1 choose N so large that N’a M, and 
h E C;“,c’ ‘( W) such that h is not in CN+* in any neighborhood of x0. Then 
the solution constructed in Theorem 1 fulfills all the requirements of 
Theorem 2. The proof of Theorem 2 is complete. 
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